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St. Joachim Catholic Elementary School - January 20, 2016
St. Joachim C.E.S was one of the 24 schools T4H visited in our partnership
with the Dufferin-Peel Catholic District School Board.
It was an eventful day full of great discussions and intelligent
questions. One Grade 5 class in particular was very moved by
the presentation on Simon Wiesenthal, as it appeared a number
of students in the class had been bullied by the same student.
They all shared their stories, and we digressed a little from the
standard material and worked with the class to come up with
pro-active solutions to help them combat bullying.
Cartwright Central
Public School
- February 17, 2016
Another frequent participant in
FSWC educational programming is Cartwright
Central Public School from Blackstock, Ontario. Librarian Audra
Lalonde, who organized this trip for her school, also attended our
summer Holocaust workshop for educators, and helped promote
our annual Speaker’s Idol competition, resulting in several
submissions from the school.

Cardinal Ambrosa Catholic Secondary School - February 24, 2016
“How did Hitler even come to power?” A great question, asked by a
student at Cardinal Ambrosa Secondary School, one of 24 scheduled
visits to schools in the Dufferin-Peel Catholic District School Board.
We explained that his rise was a complicated process resulting from
centuries of antisemitism, the economic difficulties of World War One,
the Great Depression, and the spread of Nazi propaganda which
portrayed the Jews as the scapegoat for Germany’s problems. We also
highlighted that although Hitler was democratically elected, he made
himself a dictator. As in every program, we stressed the dangers of being
bystanders, and explained that as citizens in a democracy we must be
active in fighting and preventing hatred, racism and antisemitism.
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De La Salle College – March 7-8, 2016
As this was their third consecutive visit to FSWC’s Tolerance
Training Center in as many years, De La Salle students are
well educated about the Holocaust. We helped facilitate
discussions regarding Hitler’s rise to power, and the
influence of propaganda in brainwashing the German
public with antisemitic and racist views.

On March 8, 2016
FSWC and Hillel partnered at the University of Toronto
to counter Israeli Apartheid Week by educating about
peace and tolerance. The Tour for Humanity was featured
prominently in front of the Sid Smith building for all students to
participate and learn about making the world a better place.

St. Paul Catholic School – March 10, 2016
A visit by the Tour for Humanity to St. Paul Catholic High School
in Trenton visit capped off our trip east that began in Kingston.
In an interesting discussion prompted by a student who asked
“how did Simon Wiesenthal survive the concentration camps?”
we explained that most Jews did not survive, and that Simon
Wiesenthal was extremely lucky to have lived, given his work
as a slave laborer, his lack of nutrition in the camps and the
spread of disease. Most survivors needed an incredible amount
of luck and resourcefulness to survive the conditions of the
concentration camps.
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Georgian College- March 14/15, 2016
At FSWC’s first visit to Georgian College in Orillia this week
Republican presidential frontrunner Donald Trump’s name came
up in a discussion on genocide. When a student asked if Trump
was like Hitler, FSWC used the opportunity to explain
that while Trump is not “like Hitler,” it is wrong to use hate,
racism and scape goating to fuel mass anger and incite violence.
We concluded the discussion by explaining that as Canadians in a
democratic society we must continue to stand up against
prejudice and discrimination.

March 16th, 2016
Robbins Hebrew Academy
Seven workshops in one day! Students at Robbins
Hebrew Academy learned about Simon Wiesenthal’s life,
legacy and pursuit of justice. They were very inquisitive
and asked many questions about why the Nazis targeted the
Jews specifically, along with other minority groups.
“Were Jews considered a race or a religion?”

To learn more visit

www.tourforhumanity.com

to book a Tour for Humanity presentation for your school,
organization or community group today!

